
12078: "aside from the many middle east news bringing constantly new casualties 

also  other  casualties  in  russia  with  an  airplane  crash  and  several  building 

collapses causing many death in latvia and china and a few also in italy but even 

some dead in europe due to unusual bad weather and a huricane killing several 

people but of which i have heard of from jacek and myrthe else reading mostly 

everything from the internet at home"

10057: "head shots taken while still in copenhagen at my colombian friens' place 

meeting  their  other  colombian  friends  like  a  photographer  who  seemed  quite 

interesting but then went off watching a football game and an colombian born 

italian german girl who was rather conventional a weird looking but then going 

with jacek for a tour in the dolomites and there meeting two old ladies after our 

avalanche accident hearing the story of the first one from perugia telling us how 

emberassed she was to look at naked soldiers bathing in the river during the great 

war and then another one in the empty hotel of a village by lake garda who 

actually has been working as a teacher in germany and has lost her fiance also in 

a mountain accident making her rather sorrowful hearing that we also risked our 

lives and there at the café of the hotel meeting a polish guy working as the 

tender and complaining about the italian situation despite him being very well off 

in such a paradise and then meeting an italian guy on the plane to sweden who like 

me had found a swedish girlfriend and was ready to settle up north and finally in 

the sudetic mountains in southern poland meeting one of jacek's friend named also 

jacek who was also a musicians and artist but with many introvert issuees"

05056: "little walking resuming at full speed my activity at the university but 

also due to the unstable weather conditions and very little traveling aside for a 

visit to jacek in malmo with myrthe and august following him in his restless walk 

of the town to fulfill his gps walking project while i also had to take care of 

august and of filming so not really being able to concentrate and enjoy the walk 

and not really walking so much in stockholm again because of the winter stormy 

weather and the darkness but only walking once to reach august to the christmas 

marlet at his school"

04046: "a very emotionally unstable period with the winter darkness setting in 

and an hopeless feeling not knowing with whom and where my love myrthe goes out 

and at last being really back in love once again and deciding her to come to live 

with me making me most happy and also trying then to improve my ituation at the 

university taking bold steps in changing my supervisor for a more competent one 

and having myrthe coming here too and starting quite low but then getting fully 

emotional and with allot of feelings to share"

16057: "a period spent entirely in sweden facing a big whether change from a 

mighty autumn to harsh start of the winter with a large snow storm that august and 

i have epxperinced going down south to malmo where we even saw a blue thunder in 

the midlle of the night and experiencing there the harsh windy climate of the 

south part of sweden to then come back to the much calmer weather of central east



sweden and living mostly indoor with all the gloominess of a snowless wether 

getting too warm and rainy preanouncing a black christmas"

15046: "a period characterized by very clean air due to allot of wind cleaning up 

and mostly only smelling the neighbor factories while training out in the little 

park of the nighborhood and mostly be exposed to the car pollution when going to 

the city like in stockholm buying august scout equipment for christmas or walking 

to pick him up to the train station but otherwise experiencing either the sterile 

air inside the university where i anyway keep a window a bit open like also in my 

apartment sleeping with myrthe and needing extra oxygen or the much wind we have 

experienced when visiting jacek in malmo after the snow storm"

18046: "while the previous periods have been characterized by very little wind 

this one has been terribly windy bringing first allot of wind experienced on the 

way to august's christmas market through the fields and then bringing a snow storm 

which i faced with august and jacek down to the south of sweden which seems more 

affected by this weather and also getting much wind while walking with them and 

myrthe in malmo even getting my whole camera falling with the tripod and then 

getting back to stockholm with the winter which has not set in and experiencing a 

moment  of  calmness  before  getting  more  strong  wind  with  a  too  warm  winter 

temperature"

01120: "a pretty intensive month both getting ready for christmas and using up 

allot of my money to buy presents and also working hard on my studio finishing the 

murales and going quite further with other installation but other than that being 

quite much at the university where i have resumed teaching and thus spending idle 

hours listening to students presentations and only using markers but then having 

both august and myrthe over and letting go to all the work in the studio to travel 

to my parents in italy being at first confined in their mountain cottage during 

christmas working on my booklet with a video-game i have in made and then much 

filming  and  documenting  exploring  the  surrounding  historical cities  also with 

jacek and brett"

02119: "very seldom dreams due to both the university situation with which i have 

been waking up instead of remembering my dreams and also due to all the traveling 

i did both with myrthe and jacek in northern italy but getting here more dreams 

about mountains and open spaces which i much lack in sweden been quite mostly 

indoor and in the dark"

13083: "still filming in italy while with myrthe and my parents in venice and 

making it back briefly to sweden before getting back this time with august to the 

netherlands enjoying some nice weather but only being able to really conistently 

film on my return there alone having spent a whole sunny day in rotterdam doing 

several films in the modern spaces to the return to sweden"

13084: "films of public spaces from the beginning recorded in sweden despite the



weather and the little exploration of public spaces which i actually resumed once 

again with myrthe particularly in northern italy exploring several cities and 

smaller historical towns but also taking advantage of the warm winter weather to 

explore several moutains"

06032: "running still in the gym despite again a back pain and also pain under 

the foot thus trying to run without shoes but still accomplishing good result as i 

have been very much willing to push out stress and work anger but also getting 

interrupted by the other international students with whom i have talked and lastly 

taking advantage of the warm winter to run outside and make a new track in the 

park  where  i  do  chinese  gymnastics  running  twice  perpenduclarly  to  it  to 

accomplish a lap on the grass rather than on the hard asphalt of the parking lot 

where i used to run in the neighborhood and also going there to run with august 

after  the  christmas  break  and  being  a  bit  stressed  by  him  lastly  to  finish 

quickly"

07032: "painting executetd in the far end wall of my studio now well equipped 

with all colors hanging on a little shelf at my waist and started also to get a 

bit freer in painting shapes that are more organic with still some subtractions of 

circular shapes from a water like layer coming from above but also enjoying to 

experiment with fine textures like adding dark orange on purple and gold on yellow 

and resuming the use of white and black mostly on the main gray background having 

also little of that colour left"

17038: "still possibly clouds captures in the summer spent traveling from new 

england and around the ontario lake with some ratheer sexual scenes possibly due 

to some frustration like at work but also with a few monkeys and many birds mixed 

with other human and animal elements"

12079: "news read mostly on the internet and quite unregularly while on vacation in 

northern italy but beside that news which are characterized by many casualties 

still in the middle east as usual but with many now also in central african 

countries where political and sectarian fightingis taking place and only a few 

casualties in western countries like in north america where the winter has been 

particularly rigid"

16058: "a month in which i experienced all sorts of weather like the gloomy and not 

too cold of sweden to then travel with myrthe to the alps and also there find that 

the winter has not started expecting allot of snow at my parents' place at last 

getting so much rain that it went through the ceilling but then moving to the foot 

of the mountain and experiencing most sunny days in verona and latter the most 

gorgeous winter day in the island of the iseo lake with very good visibility of the 

alps and also a sunny day walking in the mountains to then get again rain and move 

back to the gloomy cloudiness of sweden but at last experiencing a sudden turn 

with  a  cold  but  sunny  winter  setting  in  with  finally  snow  making  the 

landscape very inviting and nice"




